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Different kinds of batteries suit different applications, and consequently several
different chemistries exist. In order to better understand the limitations of low
temperature performance, a Li-ion battery chemistry normally intended for room
temperature use, graphite-Lithium Iron Phosphate, with 1 M LiPF6 ethylene
carbonate:diethylene carbonate electrolyte, is here put under testing at -10°C and
compared with room temperature cycling performance. Understanding the
temperature limitations of this battery chemistry will give better understanding of the
desired properties of a substitute using alternative materials. The experimental
studies have comprised a combination of battery cycle testing, and surface analysis of
the electrodes by Scanning Electron Microscopy and X-Ray Photoelectron
Spectroscopy. Results showed that with low enough rate, temperature is less of a
problem, but with increased charge rate, there are increasingly severe effects on
performance at low temperatures. XPS measurements of low charge rate samples
showed similar Solid Electrolyte Interface layers formed on the graphite anode for
room- and low temperature batteries, but with indications of a thicker layer on the
former. A section of the report handles specific low temperature battery chemistries.
The conclusions- and outlook were made by comparing the results found in the study
with earlier findings on low temperature Li-ion batteries and present possible
approaches for modifying battery performance at lowered temperatures.
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Populärvetenskaplig sammanfattning
I detta projekt har litium-jon-batterier testats i avseende på sina lågtemperaturprestanda. Arbetet
gjordes genom att testa och jämföra prestantda mellan prover vid -10°C och
rumstemperaturprover. Med analytiska instrument studerades både den morfologiska och
kemiska förändring som skett under användning. Vald batterikemi har varit av slaget grafitlitiumjärnfosfat med en typisk organisk elektrolyt. Denna batterikemi är inte på något sätt
anpassad för lågtemperaturprestanda och med det hoppas kunna påvisas de effekter som en mer
lämpligt lågtemperaturkemi åtgärdar, och förstå hur de gör det.
Med låg temperatur uppkommer en större ’tröghet’ för de kemiska reaktioner som sker i ett
batteri. Om designen inte är särskilt gjord för låg temperatur kan effekterna bli osäkra, rent av
farliga. Risken ökar nämligen för plätering av metalliskt litium på den negativa elektroden, och
skulle litiumdeponeringen växa i den riktning som kopplar samman batteriets poler så kortsluts
systemet. Med den höga energidensitet som karaktäriserar litium-jon-batterier vore en
kortslutning extra beklaglig då den organiska elektrolyten kan antändas, med en potentiell
explosion som följd.
Inom särskilda applikationer kan lågtemperaturmiljöer förväntas för ett batteri, till exempel för
fordon. En elbil i skandinaviskt klimat skulle behöva fungera ohindrat även vintertid, då
temperaturerna ofta når -10°C och lägre. Samtidigt får man påminnas om att litium-jonbatterierna är relativt moderna och ännu inte har fått något stort genomslag som
framdrivningsmedel. Detta försätter bilindustrin i ett krafigt behov av omfattande forskning för
att kunna ta strategiskt sunda beslut för att möjliggöra en ordentlig introducering av elbilar som
trovärdig ersättare till de fossilt drivna bilarna. I linje med trenden att ständigt bygga säkrare bilar
måste elbilarna kunna visa upp förutsägbarhet, och med detta pålitlighet och säkerhet.
I detta arbetet erhölls resultat som visade på batterifunktion även vid den sänkta temperaturen,
men med gränser för hur snabbt laddningöverföring kunde ske jämfört med i rumstemperatur.
Bevis för bildande av skyddsfilm på anod efter 1.5 battericykler, snarlik komposition för -10°C - och
rumstemperaturbatterier – men med vissa indikationer på ett tjockare bildat lager hos den senare.
Därtill gjordes jämförelser med specifika lågtemperaturselektrolyter, där en skillnad i framförallt
innehåll utav etylkarbonat (mindre andel vid lågtemperaturapplikationer) uppvisar stora
förbättringar i kallare klimat. En sådan provblandning gjordes och uppvisade bättre prestanda vid
-10°C än rumstemperaturbatterier med standardelektrolyt.
Arbetet har utförts vid Institutionen för Kemi-Ångström vid Uppsala universitet.
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Introduction

1.1 Background
Li-ion batteries have been commercially available since 1991 constitute the go to power source for
many of today's portable devices. As such, they have been widely studied and improved with
alternative battery chemistries and structural designs in order to evolve with the needs of
products. At present, there is a widespread global concern for how emissions pollute our planet
and with potentially serious effects on our climate. These emissions could partly be addressed by
moving from using fossil fuels to electric energy for powering our vehicles, thus allowing for more
environmentally friendly energy sources to be used. However, there is a big difference in how a
cell phone battery and a car battery need to behave. The former should operate with small
currents and over a short lifetime, whereas the latter will need to deliver high currents, high
voltages, function over many years, hold high capacity and furthermore function under a greater
span of temperature and climate. These challenges involve many disciplines of science and
engineering as the technology needs to anticipate and meet the demands of future generations.
Cold temperatures may altogether inhibit the reactions in a battery, thus rendering it nonoperational. However, it is still necessary that, for example, car batteries can operate under a
range of climates because people rely on them for important transportations and will expect them
to work in most climates. At the same time, from a manufacturer’s point of view, there is no
telling what conditions the battery will operate under: perhaps the customer lives in a generally
colder country, maybe he/she charges the battery inside a hot garage during night but on an
outside parking lot during workdays? Furthermore, does he/she charge it regularly or seldom?
These factors affect the battery performance, and thus need to be addressed for when deciding
upon design. Battery packs have become the responsibility of the car manufacturer, thus careful
selection must be made to find the best alternative for the variety of different usage situations it
will endure with its customer.
1.1.1
Background – Lithium Iron Phosphate
LiFePO4, or LFP, is a comparatively modern cathode material for Li-ion batteries - it was
originally proposed as a cathode material by Padhi et al in 1997 [1]. It is a material hoped to
replace the commonly used oxide materials containing manganese (unstable) and cobalt
(expensive and toxicological issues). LFP has a very static voltage profile over its charging range,
and therefore provides reliable electromotive force during usage. Furthermore it has a high
thermal stability, which is an important safety feature in lithium batteries should the battery
endure failures like short circuiting [1]. The fact that LiFePO4 does not release oxygen, even at
higher temperatures [2], means that there is less risk for combustion of the electrolyte.
1.1.2
Background – Graphite
Graphite was selected as anode material for this study because it is an anode material that has
been largely studied before (normally in room temperature studies). With its light weight and
high theoretical capacity of holding lithium ions, it is one of the most popular choices of anode
materials today. There are concerns due to the lithium-graphite intercalation being close in
potential to metallic lithium plating. The different intercalation stages occur between 0,05-0,2 V
vs. Li/Li+ [3];i.e. the potential where Li+ ideally is reduced to metallic Li. Because of the closeness
in potential for the two phenomena, plating of metallic lithium could occur if conditions are nonoptimal during charging, for example during low temperature usage. With poorer ionic
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conductivity at lowered temperatures, the electrolytes shortcomings will lead to the anode
experiencing high over-potentials [4]. Metallic plating would be a safety concern because growing
dendrites could connect the two battery electrodes and short circuit the cell. Because low
temperature charge- and discharge are not the primary conditions taken into account when most
batteries are designed, the safety issue with metallic plating is a major motive for this study.
2 Scope of this thesis
This thesis work concerns the inevitable processes that is battery ageing, i.e. the lessening of a
battery’s properties with time. More specifically, the thesis investigates performance loss due to
hindered battery performance at low temperatures for common battery chemistry, namely
graphite-LiFePO4, and will try and explain what mechanisms are in play and which ones that
bottlenecks the system. The electrolyte chosen is the likewise commonly used mixture of ethylene
carbonate (EC) and diethyl carbonate (DEC) in 1:1 ratio-, with 1M LiPF6. This system chemistry
can be considered a simplified model of several commercial battery cells.
Battery ageing is a concept describing the performance loss of a battery over time. It can be
spontaneous degradation processes working overtime as well as wear from charging and
discharging.
At lower temperatures, the batteries inner mechanisms-, i.e. the chemical reactions-, slow down.
This generally means that batteries are operating under conditions they are not immediately
designed for. As a result, ageing is especially prevalent when cycling is done at lower
temperatures. The rate of capacity loss during cycling is thus thigh as compared to room
temperature use, however not much is known about why, which brings a need to investigate these
processes better for future battery designs. A better understanding of the main reasons for the
chosen battery chemistry’s low temperature performance can hopefully translate into
understanding the situation for other battery chemistries as well.

3

Theory

3.1.1
Batteries
Battery cells store their energy based on the principle of differences in electrochemical potential
between different materials. The potential difference between two poles, called anode and
cathode, is measured in volts (V).It is a fundamental law, that any time two materials different in
chemical potential are connected, the system will spontaneously strive to lower the overall energy
by minimizing the total system energy. In electrochemistry, the system will go towards lower
electrochemical potential. The greater the potential difference, the greater the force with which
equilibrization happens, and this force is called the electromotive force (EMF). In batteries, the
potential-equilibrization is done by uptake and donation of electrons at the two poles
respectively. Uptake of electrons is called reduction, i.e. the material is reduced and donation of
electrons is called oxidation, i.e. the material is oxidized. These reduction and oxidation reactions
(in short, redox-reactions) can therefore only happen when there is both material- and electron
transport between the electrodes. If any, either material-or electron transport is hindered, the
battery will not function. When both have pathways present, the system is said to have formed a
closed circuit, and the battery can function like a charger or as an energy deposit, depending on
what system the circuit is closed with.
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Figure 1 Schematics describing the discharge of a LFP/graphite battery [5]. The intercalated lithium in the
graphite anode (left) is oxidized. The electrons from this oxidation move through the external circuit while
the released lithium ions move through the electrolyte, both towards the other electrode. They recombine at
the LiFePO4 catode (right) where lithium is inserted into the FePO4 host structure (lithiation). At the same
time, electrons from the external circuit reduces iron.

The main components of the battery cell are the two electrodes. It is in these components that
chemical energy is stored (as a difference in electrochemical potential and quantity of charge
species), and so it is between these two that ions and electrons are to be transported. The ionic
transport between the two electrodes in commercial cells is generally accommodated for by a
separating porous membrane. The membrane itself is soaked with electrolyte, a solution of ions.
The ions in the electrolyte can move between the electrodes through the solution while the
electrons cannot. The electrons can only travel between the two electrodes if an electrically
conducting path is in place between them. This path is commonly known as the external circuit.
By electronically closing the external circuit and thereby allowing the electron transfer to pass
through that path, the generated current can be used to perform work, such as powering an
electric motor in cars. By disconnecting the external circuit, no redox reactions can take place and
thus the chemical energy is stored until needed.
3.1.2 Primary and secondary batteries
Batteries are divided into two types. There are single use batteries, called primary batteries. These
are chemistries with irreversible reactions (consumption of electrode material). These cells are
often found as common household batteries.
Then there are secondary batteries, which are rechargeable. Charging is simply forcing the
spontaneous redox reactions to take place in the reverse direction, by forcing electrons to move
“against” the spontaneous direction using an external power supply.
3.1.3 Different types of lithium ion batteries
A large part of the secondary batteries available today consists of lithium ion batteries.
Commonly, these involve the extraction and insertion of lithium ions into more or less permanent
structures on the respective electrodes, a chemical process known as insertion (if the insertion is
between host structure layers, it is called intercalation). Several different kinds of structures are
available for hosting lithium. Some of these are optimized for holding as much charge per volume
as possible, thus generating a high volumetric capacity. Others are focused on light weight,
generating a high gravimetric capacity. Many try and find a compromise to achieve a good
mixture of the two. But there are also other factors to take into account when selecting battery
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materials and these make ground for even more material choices; for example the durability of
the battery, or the speed of extracting and inserting lithium. Battery chemistries are under
constant investigation and new ones are released commercially every now and then in response to
new needs, or due to new understandings. For the example of electric vehicles, the properties
above need to be carefully weighted by their importance when deciding on suitable battery
chemistry. The system needs to deliver enough power, enough charge and be reliable in terms of
long-term usage, climate, and in the safety aspect they need to behave in a controlled manner.
Moreover, cost and environmental requirements are also important priorities for companies and
can certainly be a limiting factor depending on what segment of cars are manufactured.

3.2 Electrolyte
Electrolytes are solutions of charged species – generally ions- in a solvating medium, for example
water based solution. In Li-ion batteries however, organic solvents are used since water is
incompatible with Li-ion batteries (water would dissociate at the voltages commonly achieved by
Li-ion batteries, and furthermore, any formation of lithium metal would be incompatible with
water as it would generate hydrogen gas and heat – a potentially explosive combination).
The composition of the electrolyte is selected to give a number of different properties: sufficient
concentration of lithium salt, good wetting (contact with the solid battery parts), good material
transport (ionic conductivity) and temperature range functionality. It is also important to have
stability over time and of course compatibility with the voltage range of the battery in question.
Electrolytes can be both solid and liquid solutions, but the latter is dominating in most battery
applications due to their better transport properties.
With the many different scenarios of battery usage, many electrolytes have been created over the
years to suit different applications. To obtain the desired properties, the choice of electrolyte is
commonly a mixture of several solvents, where one generally tries to control the following
parameters:
 The dielectric constant, or polarity, ε determines the amount of salt that can be solved by
a solvent. A higher ε generally allows for larger concentrations of salts to be dissolved,
which in turn gives better ionic transport.
 Viscosity, which correlates with the ability for (the necessary) contact between electrode
and electrolyte, the so called wetting of the electrode.
 Melting and boiling points – which are correlated to the viscosity parameter. Making sure
the electrolyte stays liquid well within the utilization temperature range is important.
The electrolyte is complex in commercial cells, where it consists of several secret constituents in
addition to the basic property-giving ones. These additives are believed to a large degree to be
consisting of flame retardants and other stabilizing additives, such as film formation adjusters. In
academic research, the electrolytes are often less complex with no, or only a few, additives. It is
therefore important to understand that there is a difference in commercialized products and
batteries made in the academic research labs. It is often assumed that most of the additives in
commercial cells would not be influencing the battery performance to a large degree, but for
example Ciosek et al. saw in a study that the film forming additive propargyl methanesulfonate
(PMS) not only altered the thickness of the achieved SEI, but also changed its composition [6]. If
reduced PMS components are incorporated into the film then naturally the composition changes.
One must be aware that addition of a film forming agent – (a common additive in commercial
battery cells) - does not just mediate the film formation, – but also alters it to become something
that might have different properties to what an untreated cell would have had. In another study
6

by Ciosek et al [7], it was shown that the flame retardant triphenyl phosphate (TPPa) raised the
viscosity and decreased the ionic conductivity of the electrolyte. This shows that the effects of
additives can be more than just the primarily intended. While film forming additives are used to
create a more stable SEI, the formed SEI might reduce the surface reaction kinetics involved in
intercalation and so increases the risk of lithium plating, this was not tested in the projects
experiments, but have been demonstrated in a study [8] where the commonly used VC-additive
was tested. The electrolyte tested in this project 1M LiPF6 in EC:DEC 1:1 exist as a commercial
product from BASF chemicals, then called LP40. The safety data sheet on that product specifies
the melting point to -20°C under standard pressure [9]. In other words that is the absolutely
lowest limit for this electrolyte to function.

3.3 Electrodes
On each side of the battery, there are materials made to receive, hold and deliver charge; these
constitute the electrodes. Structure and compositions of the electrodes determine much of the
battery performance, because they need to function well both for moving ions in their structure,
as well as conducting electrons to compensate the charge of the ions. This means that electrodes
need to have a rather open crystal structure where conductivity of both electrons and ions is
preferably isotropic. In general, the composition of Li-ion battery electrodes is:




Active material: the structure made for accommodating the charge transfer species
Binder: commonly a polymer, such as polyvinylidene fluoride (PVdF) for generating
rigidity of the electrode.
Carbon black additive: for filling the electrode inter-grain volume with electrically
conducting material.

Structurally, the electrodes consist of nm-μm grains of active material which explains why there is
a need for polymer binder and additional conducting material; for mechanical stability and for
better inter-grain conductivity.
The electrodes would be brittle and prone to failure if they were to form a component of their
own. Therefore the electrode materials are often deposited on metallic films, so called current
collectors, which furthermore gives them better contact with the outer circuit.
The capacity of a battery system is determined by how much lithium can be moved between the
two electrodes. In the case of LFP/graphite, the available lithium comes from the LFP and the
capacity relation is made so graphite is in overcapacity. This means that the LFP is limiting, and
that the capacity of a full cell should be estimated from the amounts of lithium in LFP.
3.3.1 Intercalation
A reversible inclusion of a chemical species in between two other is called intercalation. For
lithium and graphite, intercalation of the lithium occurs in between the sheets of graphene.
In the field of chemistry, both thermodynamic- and kinetic governing factors are often used to
explain why chemicals and chemical reactions behave the way they do. In lithium intercalation in
graphite, these two governing factors can be seen at work. The intercalation process can then be
divided into different steps, because after some degree of charging the graphene sheets with
lithium, the conformation of packing will change in order to achieve energy lowering. The reason
for this is that the graphene sheets bind to each other with van der Waals type bonding and the
degree of van der Waals bonding is affected by how the lithium is packed inside the structure [3].
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The different conformations render different voltage plateaus at which lithium is inserted; this
relation can be seen in Figure 2.

Figure 2 Intercalation stages of lithium into graphite (upper part of picture) in correlation to voltage plateaus
(lower part of picture) (the images are correlated as they are positioned along each other). [3]

A large volumetric expansion is associated with the early degrees (<20 % SOC) of intercalation of
lithium into graphite [10]. In the later stages the associated volume change during filling of the
structure is much less dramatic. Volumetric expansion and contraction can be detrimental to the
electrode structure, and it would therefore be recommended to consider the threshold values of
the different intercalation stages when trying to avoid battery degradation.
For the cathode material (LiFePO4), lithium is inserted into the olivine FePO4-structure upon
discharge of the battery and vice versa. The process of inserting and extracting lithium from
LiFePO4 has been an active research topic, and the mechanisms are still investigated [11].
However, there is certainly much less structural change associated with intercalation of the
compound compared to graphite; in fact, the structural stability is one of the reasons contributing
to LiFePO4’s popularity [12].
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Figure 3 Crystal structure of LiFePO4. The structure is visualized as red octahedrons of FeO6 and blue
tetrahedrons of PO4 with lithium (green) in between [11].

3.4 Ageing
Ageing is a collective name for all degrading effects a battery encounters. In order to understand
which characteristic ageing properties that can be expected for different battery chemistries, one
needs to understand the different kinds of ageing mechanisms and under what conditions they
are expressed. Ageing is often divided into two main concepts, calendar ageing (storage effects)
and cycle ageing (effects connected to usage of the battery). Two important ageing contributors
are decomposition of electrolyte and reduced active electrode areas due to geometric changes in
the electrode.
3.4.1 Calendar ageing
An electric car’s battery will likely spend most of its life at rest. It is therefore important to
understand how storage of a battery will affect the battery performance, and that knowledge
about the storage conditions might prolong their life time. The main factor of calendar ageing is
considered to be loss of cycleable lithium [13]. This is sometimes referred to as primary loss. Other
factors involve loss of active material in the electrodes due to dissolution, structural changes, or
impedance rise due to passivating film formation. These are referred to as secondary losses.
Temperature, time and SOC are usually important factors for how rapidly these effects become
noticeable. For graphite-LFP, a study [13] by M. Kassem and C. Delacourt showed that the prime
reason for calendar ageing performance loss at elevated temperatures (30-60 °C) was the loss of
cycleable lithium. In contrast, they could not find any evidence for loss of active material, and the
structures of the electrodes generally looked unaltered after storage. The loss of cycleable lithium
was ascribed to extended SEI-layer formation.
3.4.2 Cycle ageing
With batteries designed for normal temperatures, cycling at low temperature can be rather
destructive due to accelerated ageing effects when the sought processes of battery operation
are inhibited [14-15]. Most low temperature studies performed in scientific literature utilize
electrolytes better suited for extreme conditions. This generally means lessening the
proportions of EC solvent, by for example adding DMC to make the mixture of 0,75M LiPF6
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EC:DMC:DEC, and use of additives to give better low temperature viscosity. Such examples can
be found in the work of M.C. Smart et al. [16]. In a 1998 study by the U.S. Army Research
Laboratory, 1.0M LiPF6 in EC:DMC:EMC (1:1:1) was evaluated and then proposed for use in low
temperature applications down to -40°C [17].
3.4.2.1 Electrolyte decomposition
Electrolyte decomposition is readily seen in most batteries during the initial cycles of charge- and
discharge. The reason for electrolyte decomposition is that electrolytes are not actually chemically
stable under the electric potentials that the Li-ion batteries operate. This can at first seem
counterintuitive because they are critical components in a battery. The explanation lies in
formation of an inhibiting structure, called the solid-electrolyte interface (SEI). Li-depletion due
to SEI-formation on the graphite electrode has been proposed as the main reason for ageing
during normal temperature cycling [18]. While electrolyte decomposition on the graphite is
expected, on the LFP electrode it is not [19].
Table 1 Decomposition voltages, and products, for different common electrolyte components [20]

3.4.2.2 The solid-electrolyte interface (SEI)
The solid-electrolyte interface (SEI) is believed to comprise of broken down electrolyte solvents
and salts that form a protective layer over the electrode, inhibiting further reduction of electrolyte
by disallowing direct contact between electrode and electrolyte. The SEI-layer is permeable to Li+
ions, so the battery’s functional reaction is still admissible [21]. However electron transfer is now
inhibited between the electrolyte and electrode, so no further electrolyte reduction can happen.
In Figure 4, different types of ageing mechanisms (including SEI formation & dissolution) are
shown schematically.
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Figure 4 A summarizing image of ageing mechanisms in the lithium-ion battery [10].

SEI-formation is mainly an anode phenomenon although it occurs on cathodes to some
extent as well. The primary formation happens during the first charging of the battery, i.e.
when lithium is introduced into the graphite sheet structure for the first time.
3.4.2.3 SEI degradation and rebuilding
Generally, there are geometric changes involved upon charge and discharge of electrodes.
Cracking as well as exfoliation are well known phenomena in electrodes that affect the
structure. Cracking means that a mechanical stress introduces cracks in the electrode
structure, while exfoliation is a chemical corrosion process between grains making them
separated. Such structural changes mean that the formed SEI-layer will be torn apart, and
when it does, the electrode is again exposed to the electrolyte and there will be new SEIformation, again with cost of available electrolyte. As this happens continuously over the
batteries lifetime, the electrolyte will gradually be depleted over time.
3.4.2.4 Anode to cathode ratio
Previous studies have made post-mortem analysis of the electrodes in graphite/LFP cells [18]
and shown that the LFP cathode remains largely unchanged while the graphite undergoes
capacity loss during cycling. To compensate for this, cells are typically made with a non-unity
capacity ratio between the two electrodes (the anode to cathode capacity ratio is often
designed to be >1.15). The main reason for selecting an overcapacity for the anode is as a
safety measure from overcharging it. If the graphite else cannot accommodate for enough
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charge, lithium plating will occur on the anode, which could become a major safety concern
[22].
3.4.2.5 Plating
Because the graphite anode is close in potential to metallic lithium, there is a risk that nonoptimal conditions might result in plating of lithium on this electrode. This can occur when the
current density is high; - a result of the system not accommodating for charge transfer rapidly
enough [14]. Typically, the reactions will be unfavorable when temperatures are low and current
rates are high [22]. Lithium metal plating could create powder that is insulated from the anode,
thus rendering the lithium inactive for capacity transfer. Even worse, the lithium metal can grow
in dendrites through the separator towards the cathode, ultimately resulting in short circuiting of
the cell and harmful and destructive side reactions [2]. In order to quantify the intercalated and
non-intercalated (read: plated) lithium, M.C. Smart et al used high resolution NMR settings [16].
They saw a correlation between high degrees of non-intercalated compounds and large
irreversible capacities.

3.5 Low temperature cycling - previous work
With low temperature comes a hindrance to the chemical reactions of a battery, and common
effects are capacity fade [23] and lithium plating. Plating is expressed to a higher degree which
brings safety concerns [2, 24]. Through aeronautics and space exploration projects came much
research in finding suitable battery chemistries for extreme temperatures. Experiments featured
viscosity lowering components while retaining a high solvation of salt [8, 16, 25-27], which means
keeping the excellent salt solvent EC in the mixture but compensating its undesired low
temperature properties such as its high freezing point and low ionic conductivity at lower
temperatures. Not all low temperature effects could be ascribed to poor ionic conductivity of the
electrolyte according to a study by A.N. Jansen et al.[28], who found another impedance raising
mechanism working at sub-zero temperatures. Making conclusions from electrochemical
impedance spectroscopy (EIS) data, they concluded that this other mechanism is independent
from the active material present, and instead is likely related to the electrolyte-interface. LFP as a
low temperature cathode mainly requires attention in the electrolyte selection, but for the
electrode material itself it is proposed that its low temperature shortcomings can be lessened by
reducing the active material particle sizes and by controlling the distribution of its intrinsic
defects [29]. While retaining its capacity during lowered temperatures, LFP electrodes have been
found to display a large power fade with low temperature cycling [30].

4

Experimental

4.1 Electrode preparation – capacity relations and approach
The gravimetric capacity is different for the LFP and graphite and must be considered when
designing electrodes. Also, the graphite should be in greater capacity to the LFP in order to avoid
full lithiation of the graphite, as that would increase the risk of lithium metal plating. Generally,
15-20 % overcapacity or more is recommended to prevent plating [31].
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Graphite theoretical mass calculation is based on lithiated graphite being LiC 6. A graphite unit
cell:
𝐶𝑜𝑟𝑛𝑒𝑟 𝑎𝑡𝑜𝑚𝑠: 8 ×

1
=1
8

1
= 1 ⇒ 4 𝑎𝑡𝑜𝑚𝑠 𝑝𝑒𝑟 𝑢𝑛𝑖𝑡 𝑐𝑒𝑙𝑙
4
1
𝑆𝑖𝑑𝑒 𝑎𝑡𝑜𝑚𝑠: 2 × = 1
2
𝐼𝑛𝑠𝑖𝑑𝑒 𝑎𝑡𝑜𝑚𝑠: 1 × 1 = 1
𝐸𝑑𝑔𝑒 𝑎𝑡𝑜𝑚𝑠: 4 ×

Figure 5 Graphite unit cell. VCell =35,29 Å3 [32]

4
6,022 ∗ 1023 𝑚𝑜𝑙−1
= 2,2605𝑔/𝑐𝑚3
3,529 ∗ 10−23 𝑐𝑚3

12,01 𝑔/𝑚𝑜𝑙 ∗
𝜌=

𝑚𝑐𝑒𝑙𝑙 = 𝜌 × 𝑉𝑐𝑒𝑙𝑙 = 7,9773 ∗ 10−23 𝑔
A lithiated graphite unit cell has 6 carbon atoms in it [33].
1
𝑄 = 4 ∗ ∗ 1,6022 ∗ 10−19 𝐶 = 1,0681 ∗ 10 −19 𝐶 ⇔ 2,9669 ∗ 10 −20 𝑚𝐴ℎ
6
𝐶𝑔𝑟𝑎𝑝ℎ𝑖𝑡𝑒 =

2,9669 ∗ 10−20 𝑚𝐴ℎ
= 371,92 𝑚𝐴ℎ/𝑔
7,9773 ∗ 10 −23 𝑔

The corresponding calculation of LFP theoretical capacity is left out from the report, its value can
be found in a reference paper [34].
Calculations of the theoretical mass relations can be done from:
372 𝑚𝐴ℎ/𝑔 𝐶𝑎𝑝𝑔𝑟𝑎𝑝ℎ𝑖𝑡𝑒
𝑚𝐿𝐹𝑃
=
∙
170 𝑚𝐴ℎ/𝑔
𝐶𝑎𝑝𝐿𝐹𝑃
𝑚𝑔𝑟𝑎𝑝ℎ𝑖𝑡𝑒
Reordering, this becomes
𝑚 𝐿𝐹𝑃
𝑚𝑔𝑟𝑎𝑝ℎ𝑖𝑡𝑒

=

372 𝑚𝐴ℎ/𝑔 ∙ 𝐶𝑎𝑝𝐿𝐹𝑃
170 𝑚𝐴ℎ/𝑔 ∙ 𝐶𝑎𝑝𝑔𝑟𝑎𝑝ℎ𝑖𝑡𝑒

Balancing between the electrode capacities is sought, but with a 15 % overcapacity of the graphite:
𝑚 𝐿𝐹𝑃
𝑚𝑔𝑟𝑎𝑝ℎ𝑖𝑡𝑒

=

372 𝑚𝐴ℎ/𝑔
= 1.9
170 𝑚𝐴ℎ/𝑔 ∙ 1.15

Because the electrodes have several components (binder, filler) apart from the active material,
care must be taken to achieve the right proportion between anode and cathode capacity.
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The settings (in µm) used for the pilot line planer heights were later used to designate different
sizes of electrodes from each batch (for example: LFP-b4-300 should read out as Lithium Iron
Phosphate electrode, batch 4, 300 µm slot size used for depositing film). The final electrode form
was achieved using a 1 cm radius metallic puncher.
Some basic statistical investigations of mass and thickness were done in order to understand the
correlation between planer height used and the resulting dried material. Due to variations in
deposition over the films, and capacity differences between batches, it proved hard to get exact
combinations between graphite and LFP electrodes for the different batteries. However, as long as
there was enough anode overcapacity (>1.15), the batteries were assumed to behave as expected.
When transferring electrodes into the argon glove box for manufacturing, the electrodes were
dried beforehand at 120°C for at least 5h under vacuum as a mean for removing any water that
could be trapped in the structures.
4.1.1
Electrode preparation - Graphite
Making graphite electrodes took some detailing getting right; mainly it was hard to obtain the
right material-solvent ratio for an even coating. The recipe in Table 2 was eventually found to
work well. Larger graphite flakes from Hitachi were combined with smaller ones, KS6 from
TIMCAL, to achieve better volumetric capacity. Carbon black was used as an electric conductivity
mediating material. Some extra NMP was to adjust viscosity for deposition and to mediate
transferring PVdF-solution from weigh-in vessel to mixture.
Table 2 Type of compound, supplier and proportions in the resulting dried electrode.

Type

Supplier

Graphite SMG-N52-106
Graphite TIMREX® KS6
Carbon black (Super P)
PVdFNMP(5wt%) (Kynar Flex 2801)

Hitachi Chemical
TIMCAL
Erachem
Arkema

Proportion in dried electrode
[wt%]
85
3
2
10

The components were ball milled for 1 hour resulting in a slurry of mixed material. Directly
following the milling, the graphite electrode slurry was deposited onto a copper foil using a Hosen
pilot line, where a roller with a metallic planer is used to adjust the volume deposited per area.
After slurry deposition the film is rolled through an open where it is dried under 120°C nozzled air
for a couple of minutes. The resulting electrode foils were then transferred into an 80°C oven for
additional drying over night.
4.1.2 Electrode preparation - LFP
Just like graphite, LFP benefits from addition of carbon black, increasing the intergrain
conductivity for the active material. Due to LFP’s lower electrical conductivity, the carbon black
proportion is greater than it is in the graphite recipe. As in the graphite manufacturing, some
extra NMP was added to adjust viscosity for deposition and to mediate transferring PVdF-solution
from the weight-in vessel to the mixture.
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Table 3 Type of compound, supplier and proportions in the resulting electrode.

Type

Supplier

LiFePO4, P2
Carbon black, Super P
PVDFNMP(5wt%) (Kynar Flex 2801)

Phostech
Erachem
Arkema

Proportion in dried electrode [wt%]
75
10
15

The LFP-mixture was ball milled for 2h and deposited onto an aluminum foil. Otherwise, the
procedures were the same as for the graphite electrodes detailed in 4.1.1.

4.2 Electrolyte
The primary electrolyte was prepared inside a glove box by dissolving dried LiPF6 in 25ml of DEC.
The EC has a melting point of 39°C, so the bottle was heated to 60°C on a hot plate over night to
allow for volumetric transfer. 25ml of 60°C EC was transferred to the electrolyte. The mixture was
then left to stir for a day. All transfers between glove boxes were done with parafilm as an extra
seal over the lid to avoid atmospheric exposure. In the later parts of the project some low
temperature electrolyte was prepared by blending DMC to commercial 1M LiPF 6, EC:DEC 1:1
(BASF Selectilyte® LP40) and adding salt, making it 1M LiPF 6 EC:DMC:DEC (1:1:1). The new blend
was left to stir for two hours before use in batteries.

4.3 Pouch cells
For the experiments, pouch cell batteries were constructed under argon atmosphere to protect
from atmospheric degradation. The batteries were vacuum sealed inside a plastic-metallic-plastic
film (historically a coffee-bag material, therefore sometimes called coffee bag cells). Connection to
the external circuit was made available through metallic stripes reaching into the pouch through
the seal as contacts, each of them touching the respective electrode’s current collector. Cupper
contact stripes were used for graphite and aluminium for LFP respectively.

Figure 6 Schematic drawing of a pouch cell [35]

For half cells, lithium foil was used as the counter electrode and in those cases nickel was used as
the lithium contact.
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4.3.1 Separator and assembly
The assembly began with putting a drop of electrolyte onto the first electrode surface. This gave
better wetting when the separator was subsequently placed on top of it. Separators used were
mainly 3-4 layers of SOLUPOR® from Lydall performance materials (occasionally glass fiber
separators were used, in the projects early battery designs). After covering the first electrode with
separator, the separator was soaked with electrolyte. The next electrode was then placed on top
with the electrode part facing the separator. The sandwich assembly was then transferred inside
the coffee bag pouch with the respective contactor against current collector, see Figure 6. The
battery pouch was ultimately sealed using a vacuum sealer.

4.4 Galvanostatic cycling – C-rates and SOC
4.4.1 C-rate
Battery performance is often evaluated by charging- and discharging the battery for a set number
of cycles and looking at the capacity loss over the experiment. Using computer controlled
hardware; the batteries can be subjected to controlled current loads. The current load is usually
selected to be constant, thus the name galvanostatic cycling. Different charge rates affect the
battery performance differently, and so it is important to have a standardized way of comparing
battery tests. The terminology used to present rate of charge transfer is the so called C-rate
terminology. The C-rate is the capacity divided with the number of hours it should take to chargeor discharge. For example, a C-rate of 1C would mean that the current is set so that charging of
the battery from “empty” to full capacity will be done in 1 hour, C/10 would correspondingly fully
charge or discharge the battery in 10 hours, 2C would do it in half an hour etc.
4.4.2 State of Charge - SOC
Li+ intercalation into graphene changes the conformations of the host’s graphene layers.
Volumetric changes due to this are especially expressed in the early degrees of lithiation. Full
discharge of a cell would therefore mean subjecting the graphite structure to a large and
destructive volumetric change. To define the battery charge, state-of-charge (%SOC) is used. It is
commonly taken from measuring voltage and relating that to SOC, however, voltage and capacity
are not linear, so knowledge of the charge-voltage curve is required.

4.5 Experimental setup
The batteries were clamped between two wooden bricks to ensure contacting during cycling.
Lower temperature cycling was initially performed using a MacPile II controlled by MacPile 3.32
software, but later on it was substituted for a MPG-2 controlled by EC-Lab V10.34 because of the
better stability and software. Room temperature capacity cycling tests were performed on a
Digatron cycling equipment with DTS-600 controller software, and on a MPG-2 running EC-lab
software. To achieve low temperatures, a Tefcold SE 80-55 freezer was used. To compensate for
temperature fluctuations, the samples were placed enclosed inside a Styrofoam box with freezer
blocks. Temperature fluctuations in the larger freezer volume were in the range of 3 °C according
to the freezer thermometer, as well as an external thermometer (these variations must be
considered when drawing conclusions).
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Figure 7 Freezer setup used for low temperature cycling.

4.5.1 Data processing
The MacPile controller software ran on a Macintosh computer lacking the data processing
software which normally follows with modern equipment. In order to extract useful information
from the batteries, automatic data processing was needed. The programming language Visual
Basic was used to construct an algorithm for data processing in Excel-workbooks. The complete
codes can be found in Appendix I

4.6 Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM)
Utilizing a focused electron beam and studying different secondary signals from the irradiated
sample, a scanning electron microscope offers very good possibilities to study materials, especially
the topography but also the chemical composition. A Wykon 1550 (Field Emission Gun electron
source) in the Ångström Microstructure Laboratory was used for studying the electrode surfaces
of both pristine and cycled batteries. With this method, hopes were to better understand the
predispositions for material cracking, and to compare and see the actual changes in structure with
battery usage. Sample preparation consisted of disassembling the batteries and thereafter
disposing dimethyl carbonate (DMC), a volatile solvent, on the electrodes and then letting it
evaporate, hopefully taking any excess electrolyte with it. This was done because the sample
chamber in a SEM is under vacuum and any volatile compounds would damage the pumps. The
morphology is expected not to be significantly influenced by air contact. Therefore samples could
be transferred to the instrument in open air.

4.7 X-Ray Photoelectron Spectroscopy (XPS/ESCA)
XPS uses monochromatic X-rays, where a sample surface is excited by a photon beam. Because of
a low mean free path, excited electrons escaping the sample can only escape from the near-surface
of the material (others are absorbed by the sample again). Because of the thin information volume
reaching the detector, XPS measurements become very surface sensitive and this is the reason for
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its popularity in materials research. By counting the number of electrons of every certain energy
measured, one can relate the kinetic energy of the escaping electrons to the energy they must
have had when bound in the sample by the use of their relation:
𝐸𝑘 = ℎ𝜈 − 𝐸𝑏 − 𝜙
where Ek=kinetic energy, hν=incident X-Ray energy, Eb =binding energy, ϕ=work function (energy
to remove electron from solid). By knowing the incident radiation, and measuring the kinetic
energy, the binding energy can be calculated. The kinetic energy sensor is very sensitive. This
means that even slight variations in binding environment will give resolved differences in the XPS
spectra and it can thus be used to investigate the actual chemistry of sample compositions. The
electron count for every recorded binding energy is what constitutes the XPS-spectrum. Like with
the SEM samples, XPS sample preparation consisted of disassembling the batteries and thereafter
disposing dimethyl carbonate (DMC), a volatile solvent, on the electrodes and letting it evaporate,
hopefully taking any excess electrolyte with it. However, the sample preparation was done inside
the glove box because the XPS measurement on surface films is expected to be highly influenced
by any beforehand contact with air. Transfer to the XPS instrument was done using a specially
designed transfer cylinder. A PHI 5500 XPS instrument was used, with monochromatic Al-Kα
(1487 eV), and an emission angle of 45°.

5

Results & discussion

5.1 SEM of pristine materials
Generating contrast from the number of electrons escaped from each surface point, the imagemode SEM will display non-conductive areas as bright because more electrons will escape from
those regions. Similarly, a highly conductive area will be imaged as dark, because here more
electrons are absorbed by the sample. This reasoning was used together with morphology to
identify the components that constitute the electrodes
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5.1.1

Pristine graphite

a

b

c

d

Figure 8 Pristine graphite electrode surface micrographs, used as reference.

Figure 8 shows increasing zoom levels of pristine graphite. An even coating with binder (bright)
can be seen connecting the graphite particles. The surface modified graphite (SMG-N52-106) is
commonly referred to as “potato” shaped and can be identified as the roughly 10 µm particles.
Carbon black is harder to say anything about from these images, because they are typically in the
size of 10 nm.
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5.1.2

Pristine LFP

a

b

c

d

Figure 9 Pristine LFP electrode electrode surface micrographs, used as reference.

While the LFP particle sizes are shown to be smaller than the graphite in Figure 8; in low zoom
the coating of LFP looked comparatively more uneven and there were cracks visible on some areas
of the surface. LFP has a low conductivity as compared to graphite (hence the higher carbon black
content in this electrode), which can be seen from the overall brightness in the pictures. It is hard
to distinguish the LFP from the PVdF binder in the sample. Carbon black additive is likely the
darker grains seen in the close zooms.

5.2 Battery cycling
Performance loss is evident when doing battery cycling. In order to achieve the correct capacity
relations in the full cells (as described in 4.1), the two different electrodes were tested separately
against lithium metal anodes (so called half-cells), so enabling better estimates on the capacity
relations in the later manufactured cells.
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5.2.1

LFP capacity
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Figure 10 Cycling data for a lithium metal | EC:DEC 2:1, 1M LiPF 6 | LFP half-cell. Used cut-off values: 4.0 and 2.0
V. Cycling done at C/10 (0.14 mA).

The LFP capacity was evaluated using an electrode from the first batch (LFP-b1) in a half cell
against lithium. The cell was cycled at C/10 for five cycles in order to find the stable capacity
value. The first charge capacity was slightly higher than the subsequent ones, indicating the
formation of a thin SEI even on the LFP electrodes. From the cycling data it was seen that the
initial charge capacity is higher than the subsequent ones, this extra capacity for the first charge
can be ascribed to SEI-formation consuming electrons. The capacity of the LFP electrode
stabilized at 1,183 mAh, corresponding to about 154 mAh/g. The theoretical capacity of LFP is 170
mAh/g, which means that 90% of the theoretical gravimetric capacity of LFP was achieved
(manufacturers often guarantee around 120-160 mAh/g for their LFP [34]). The increasing
capacity until convergence is likely an effect of some relaxation processes inside the host structure
that after a few cycles ultimately improves the capacity of the electrode.
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5.2.1.1

LFP capacity – unexpected lower performance of a sample
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Figure 11 Cycling data for lithium metal | EC:DEC 1:1, 1 M LiPF 6 | LFP half-cell. Used cut off values: 4.0 and 2.0 V.
Cycling done at C/10 (0.14 mA).

Several batches of electrodes were manufactured during the project, and as a check for difference,
a second LFP capacity test was made with an electrode from the third batch (LFP-b3). The half
cell cycling was done at C/10 for five cycles. The measured capacity increased with all cycles, and
for the fifth discharge it was about 130 mAh/g. That corresponds to about 76 % of the theoretical
value, quite much lower than the earlier LFP-capacity discussed above. The capacities measured
did not converge towards a certain value, indicating that further increase towards the theoretical
capacity should be expected. This shows that the cell construction procedure does not always get
uniform results; in this example, more and more of the active material becomes available during
cycling – i.e., a positive effect of the battery ageing. This result was therefore not used, but rather
shows that sometimes experiments are complex
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5.2.2

Graphite capacity
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Figure 12 Cycling data for a lithium metal | EC:DEC 2:1, 1M LiPF 6 | graphite half-cell, “Batt3”. Used cut-off
values: 1.0 and 0.01 V. Cycling done at C/10 (0.16 mA).

The initial lithiation of graphite (discharge 1) shows a higher capacity than the following ones,
which corresponds to SEI-layer formation on the graphite. Another thing that influences the first
charge capacity, in a lesser scale however is that during the following discharges, graphite will not
be fully delithiated on the chosen cut off values, in other words, some of the initial lithium
discharge will remain in the graphite structure, and be unavailable for cycling. The measured
capacity of ~290 mAh/g corresponds to 76% of the theoretical capacity (370 mAh/g). For one
electrode, that is a capacity of about 1.65 mAh.

5.3

Whole-cell battery cycling

Battery tests were performed at different temperatures and at different rates. The comparisons in
this section are divided into three categories: rate effect, temperature effect, and combined
temperature and rate effect.
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5.3.1

Rate influence
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Figure 13 Comparison between different charge/discharge rates at room temperature. Used cut off values 2.0
and 3.9 V.
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Figure 14 Voltage-capacity charts for every 5 th (batt 27) and every 10 th cycle (of the first 50 cycles for Batt10 &
Batt9) of the batteries in Figure 13. Faster cycling increases the voltage gap between cha and dch as seen from
these pictures. This correlated to a decrease in achieved capacity.

The detrimental effect of high current cycling is seen clearly in the capacity profile of the 4C
battery, very low capacities were obtained – in line with the theses that too fast charge transfer
will not be admissible by the intercalation processes.
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Figure 15 -10°C cycling at C/10 and 1C for eight different batteries. Only cycles 1-80 are displayed. Notice that
some lines are almost on top of eachother.

Figure 15 display battery cycling data for eight different batteries, using two different cycling rates,
at -10°C. ‘Batt13’ display remarkably low capacity, but other batteries generally follow the relation
that slower C-rate result in higher capacity (in this case about the double). For ‘Battery28’, some
capacity drops at certain cycles are seen. These are perhaps due to freezer temperature
fluctuations lowering the temperature. With increased resistance from the electrolyte charge
transfer, overpotentials will make the cycling equipment believe it has reached full capacity
(corresponding to reaching the cut-off value). In other words, temperature fluctuations would
likely give rise to an inconsistency in the expected voltage relation to SOC. This can have effects
on the SOC-monitoring system in the final battery application, for example, how the battery
charge level is presented to the driver.
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5.3.2

Temperature influence
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Figure 16 C/10 cyclings. Low temperature and RT compared.

In general the temperature influence seems to have less impact provided that the charge transfer
is slow enough, like the C/10 cycling in Figure 16 C/10 cyclings. Low temperature and RT
compared.. This indicates that the temperature effect is simply a slowing down of processes and
not a complete hinder for the processes to occur. ‘Battery 13’, however, shows much less capacity
than all of the other samples, regardless of temperature. Because of its individual characteristics,
it was assumed to have had some inherent defects to begin with.
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Figure 17 1C cycling for eight different batteries at RT and -10°C

Low capacities for -10°C samples compared to room temperature samples (see Figure 17) indicate
severe retardation in charge transfer processes at low temperatures. The freezing point of the
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electrolyte used is specified as -20°C. With a freezer temperature of -10°C, it can be understood
that the limits of low ionic conductivity are in the extreme low. Especially since the freezer
temperature had been seen to fluctuate up to 3°C from the set value. Many of these batteries are
thus cycled very close to the electrolyte freezing point. When comparing C/10 and 1C cycling at
low temperature (Figure 15) it seems that with a low charge transfer rate, the low temperature is
not as big hindrance to reach full capacity. However, with a higher charge rate, the difference
between room temperature – and low temperature - performance is clearly large. This might well
have a significant impact on battery applications where high currents are necessary, such as
electric vehicles.
5.3.3

Rate and temperature - combined influence
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Figure 18 Combinations of RT and -10°C cycling for some batteries using C/10 and 1C cycling rates.

The general trend in Figure 18 is that, for low temperatures, less capacity is available. And if the
rate is high, less capacity is available. But like in Figure 16, the C/10 cycling’s held a similar
capacity profile regardless of temperature. At -10°C, the capacity is about half for 1C at low
temperature compared to room temperature.
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5.3.4

Battery cycling – standard electrolyte compared with a low temperature electrolyte
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Figure 19 Standard EC:DEC (“di”) and EC:DMC:DEC (“tri”), 1M LiPF6 electrolyte samples cycled at C/10.

Generally the first capacity loss was the same for low temperature and room temperature samples.
For the ‘tri’-electrolyte, the low temperature sample showed a higher capacity than the RT. This
indicates that the electrolyte design is better performing at low temperature on the cost of room
temperature performance.
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5.4 SEM analysis of cycled battery

a

b

c

d

Figure 20 The graphite electrode of a spent Li-battery cycled at RT. a-d display increasing magnification.

Figure 20 show micrographs of the graphite electrode of ‘Battery 11’ after usage. The battery was a
full graphite||LFP cell cycled at 1C-rate at room temperature for 86 cycles, reaching 33 % SOC. A
higher degree of non-conducting material can be seen when comparing the images to pristine
material in Figure 8. This is in accordance with formation of a passive layer, the SEI. The SEI is
characteristically non-electronic conductive and would therefore increase the brightness of the
SEM images. Also, the overall roughness of particle surfaces is enhanced for the cycled electrode
compared to the pristine. This could perhaps indicate some chemical corrosion/exfoliation.
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Figure 21 The LFP electrode of a spent Li-battery cycled at RT. a-d display increasing magnification.

Contrary to the graphite electrode, the LFP electrode (Figure 21) seems similar to the pristine
material, which is in agreement with the idea of capacity performance loss mainly being due to
anode processes. The LFP electrode seems less prone to SEI-layer formation, most likely due to
the electrochemical stability of the electrolyte at these potentials.

5.5 XPS
Samples were prepared in pairs for -10°C and room temperature. One sample used the standard
electrolyte, 1M LiPF6 in EC:DEC (1:1), and one which should be better for lower temperatures [16],
i.e. 1M LiPF6 in EC:DMC:DEC (1:1:1). After 5 cycles, one can generally assume to have achieved full
SEI-layer formation based on this being the point when the same charge- and discharge capacities
are usually reached [16]. However, because of time constraints, it was assumed that 1.5 cycles
should be enough; it is also during the first cycle the most extensive SEI-layer formation takes
place. Also because of the time constraints, the tri-carbonate electrolyte samples were not
analyzed with XPS.
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A pristine graphite electrode was used for reference during measurements. The samples were
charged 1.5 cycles, meaning that the graphite structures were lithiated during measurements.

Figure 22 Lithiated graphite electrodes cycled at room temperature (left) and -10°C (right).

When the XPS-batteries were opened, it was noted that a golden color, associated to the LiC6
intercalation compound [19, 36], was not covering the whole surfaces of the two samples. The
incomplete covering could be explained by the overcapacity of the graphite compared to LFP
mentioned in 4.1 (1.45 ratio between anode/cathode for the -10°C sample and 1.22 for the RTsample). Notice the difference in coloration in Figure 22. It could be argued that the grade of
coloring was related to the samples capacity, but as mentioned, the room temperature battery
actually had a smaller graphite proportion and should in that case be of a more golden color than
the low temperature sample. The opposite was observed. An explanation to what was seen could
be that, at room temperature the reactions allow for bulk insertion, while at low temperature, the
insertion of lithium ions is rather spread out over the surface due to hindrance to moving quickly
inside the bulk (further inwards, into the material). When the electrodes were manufactured, the
PVdF-binder used was Kynar flex 2801, which is not pure PVdF, but rather a 89% PVdF-11%
trifluoroethylene copolymer. Because of this, two different fluorine peaks can be expected in the
spectra. It should be mentioned that the C1s peak was shifted ~3 eV during the measurements,
likely an effect of the lithiated samples being charged, and that the XPS machines neutralizator
was not functioning at the time of the measurements.
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Figure 23 Survey scan of the three graphite electrode samples.

The first step of every measurement was taking a survey scan of the sample surface (broad
binding energy range to pick up all possible elements). The result from this scan is seen in Figure
23. The oxygen peak grows significantly when batteries have been cycled which indicate a large
concentration of oxygen species in the formed SEI. The surface elemental configuration was seen
in the survey scans to comprise of five different elements. The surface concentration (5-10 nm) of
these elements in the cycled samples was measured to be roughly the data listed in Table 4.
However, the measurements were not done for an extensive time and are not reliable more than
on about one percent unit. If one were to trust the general trend it seems that the SEI-layer
formed at room temperature was more extensive than the low temperature, based on the
decreased amounts of carbon and increase in the elements otherwise found mainly in the
electrolyte. The pristine material also displayed a nitrogen peak. Perhaps that is due to some
contamination during glove-box storage, where the sample had been for several months.
Table 4 XPS survey scans - Surface elemental concentration

Element
RT [wt%]
-10°C [wt%]

Li
17
16

C
46
50

O
22
20

32

F
15
13

P
1
0.5

A

b

d

e

c

Figure 24 XPS peaks for five elements found at the graphite electrode surface.

Figure 24 XPS peaks for five display five different XPS spectral peaks for pristine graphite
electrode, and corresponding samples cycled at RT and -10°C. Carboxylates (O-C=O) does not
exist in the pristine graphite electrode. But it is found in both cycled batteries. In the opposite, CC bindings are more and more shifted against C-H bonds indicating that an SEI covers the
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surface. It also seems that the C-C shift is about the same for both samples indicating it a similar
thickness of the SEI-layer. The C-F peak is less high, but broader in the cycled samples while the
formation of other species, such as LiF is showing. The oxygen spectrum shows formation of
several oxygen compounds after cycling indicating SEI-layer formation. Phosphorous, which is
introduced into the sample by the electrolyte salt (LiPF6) was washed away during sample
preparation. Remaining Li-P-F- compounds are those who must have reacted to form some other
P-containing species. Moreover, the cycled samples show a large concentration of LixPFyOz
compounds. It seems that room temperature favored formation of these compounds more than
the low temperature sample did. Lithium intercalated in carbon LixC (53.5 eV [37])is seen in both
samples. Finally, with the uncertainty due to the non-working neutralizator during analysis,
metallic lithium (48-51 eV [38]) could have been shifted into incorporated in the LixC peak seen in
both samples, its presense would then explain the unexpected differences between electrode
coloration in (Figure 22). This however, is speculation and would require closer analysis. However
it seems plausible that it was not the intercalated compounds but rather plated lithium that
constituted much of the golden color seen. If so, it would seem that the -10°C graphite electrode
were suspect to quite much higher degrees of plating. This would be in agreement with what
many other experiments had found, low temperature battery cycling strongly increase the risk of
metallic lithium plating.

6 Sources of error
Battery performance was difficult to evaluate due to self-manufacturing of batteries which made
the consistency poor between different cells; for a thorough study, more samples are needed to
make a statistical analysis viable. The anode-cathode ratio is also a factor involved in the risk of
lithium plating [8]. If conclusions are needed about battery safety, more congruous and exact
battery compositions should be aimed for in such studies. Another source of error is temperature
fluctuations in the freezer; these are likely to have influenced the results randomly. While
experimental results are more uncertain when using self manufactured batteries (as compared to
commercial), results can be compared to previous studies to strengthen the results and
furthermore it allows for versatility with the ability to make new battery composition and ease the
disassembly before instrumental analysis. Concerning the XPS results, they should be viewed with
consideration of how charging effects could be shifting the peaks (for example, the peak of C1s
was shifted ~3eV, as mentioned). The reason for this, again, was that the neutralizator component
was unavailable during the time of measurements.

7 Conclusions
A study on low temperature battery performance has been done, trying to understand what the
bottlenecks of performance could be. Some knowledge was gained from the experiments and a
literature study. First, electrolyte and electrode material both matter for low temperature battery
performance, much of this is likely due to the solid electrolyte interface formed in early cycling.
With electrode materials that favor thin and even SEI, the battery performance is most likely
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improved, according to what was found in other studies. Second, capacity is very much related to
the charge rate at low temperatures. With 4C charge rate, batteries held very low capacities. At 1C,
about half the (room temperature) capacity was reached with the -10°C batteries. At C/10, the
capacities were close to same for the two temperatures used. In other words, it seems that the
poor low temperature performance is primarily due to kinetics. The specific limiting kinetics are
still unknown; it could be bulk diffusion, electrolyte conductivity, charge transfer etc. But as
addition of DMC solvent to make a ternary electrolyte solution is one way to increase low
temperature performance (according to other studies [26], and also seen by test samples from this
study (Figure 22)). It seems that ionic conductivity of the electrolyte is a major factor involved
(DMC is commonly used to lower the freezing point of the electrolyte). In the same context, it
seemed that a good general direction to take for better low temperature performance was to
reduce the amount of ethylene carbonate (EC) [26]. EC has a melting point of close to +40°C and
it would therefore seem likely that it would make an electrolyte mixture more prone to freezing at
higher concentrations. While EC has some very desired properties regarding ionic conductivity
and salvation, the high melting point is a major drawback [25]. SEM and XPS analysis showed
formation of a SEI-layer on both RT and -10°C batteries. While significant differences are hard to
spot between the compositions of the two, there was some indication towards a slightly thicker
SEI-layer formed on the RT compared to the -10°C anode. Metallic plating might have been seen
for both samples, but it would need more careful analysis to prove its presence.

8

Recommendations for future work







Battery performance could be linked to specific thresholds in temperature. A climate
chamber would be useful when more accurate testing is desired.
SEI film formation was many times mentioned as a critical step in battery performance
[26]. Therefore it would be interesting to perform the film forming cycles (first five cycles)
at room temperature, and the rest in the tested low temperature. A comparison should be
done with a battery whose film formation is made in low temperature conditions.
Similarly, it would be interesting to see how slow C-rate SEI-formation and then increased
C-rate during subsequent cycling would affect the battery performance. This could be a
way of further studying the C/10 samples, which in this study appeared to perform
similarly at low – and room temperature. Are they really like, or do they both just do well
enough to handle the charge transfer processes? – The possible plating seen in Figure 22
and the XPS measurements indicate a difference!
Many electrolyte mixtures exist that are designed for and tested at low temperature
conditions, often rising from space research [25]. There have been studies on the effect of
certain additives on formed SEI- film [16], and there have been studies looking at
electrolytes for wide temperature ranges, including both low and high temperatures. If
one is looking for a suitable high performance electrolyte, studies exist that propose
candidates, for example: low EC containing electrolytes [25], propylene carbonate (PC)
based [25], aliphatic ester co-solvents like methyl acetate (MA) or ethyl acetate (EA) [16]
etc.
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Lithium titanate oxide is an anode material praised for its low temperature performance
[20], which includes no SEI-formation due to its high redox potential (1.5V vs Li/Li+.
Because no SEI formation needs to be accounted for, LTO electrodes can be manufactured
in powder form, thus giving it a large area for the slow, low temperature intercalation
reactions to happen. This material can well be a better low temperature candidate than
graphite, much because it is likely to simplify the electrolyte mixture required to operate.
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11 Appendix
The main reason for initially using the MacPile equipment had been because of worries about the
lab freezer giving off a strong magnetic field upon compressing, and thus affecting the cycling
equipment. In order to avoid interference with other lab users’ samples, the MacPile was used
and put in another room away from other laborants samples. When switching to the MPG-2 the
precautions to avoid interference was made by extending the cables from the MPG-2’s equipment
to keep the freezer at a distance.
The original cycling equipment, MacPile II, turned out problematic. The returned charts revealed
an unexpected behavior in the current loads; the machine seemingly had a problem with
measuring the voltage. After many trials, different rates, new batches of electrode materials,
different separators etc., it was finally realized that the software’s (rather odd) logic to the cycling
setup was the culprit. The limitations on the cycle setup were understood, but it was however not
possible to avoid them, they were native. The MacPile equipment was therefore deemed non
suitable to work with for the rest of the project. However, some data looked quite fine and could
be used.
Visual basic codes written to work with excel 2003, but can be expected to work with modern
versions as well. To run macros, the workbook needs to be saved as a macro enabled workbook
(.xlsm). To access the excel VBA editor, press alt + F11 in excel. When the macros are
incorporated into the workbook, Excel: View-> Macros will display the different algorithms
available for each of the instruments.
Readers of this thesis, should they use any of the equipments represented themselves, are
welcome to use all of the codes in the appendix for their own projects. Of course they are equally
welcome to modify the code for compability with other equipment or to add other features.
However, then care must be taken and the macros need to be understood before testing as they
feature pasting of calculated values that cannot be reverted by regular Undo (ctrl+z) (problems
could arise should the program wrongly identify the data, as in the case of updated cycling
software since when the code was originally written). Because of this, users are advised to backup
their data before running the programs, as that would allow for a safe way to try the programs.
The code for the MacPile-data proved to be useful for plotting results from the other more
modern equipment as well, as they, like the MacPile, often contained many tens of thousands of
data points which would’ve been time consuming to extract data from. By adjusting the code
written for MacPile-data, working programs were made for Digatron DTS-600, and MPG-2
equipments.

11.1 MacPrep() - Visual basic code for processing MacPile data in excel
Sub Macprep()
' Welcome to use this program, designed to process cycling data from the MPG2
cycling equipment in the Ångström battery lab.
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' Data from MPG must be pasted into cell A1 of the excel worksheet so that
data headers are A2: time/s (or time/h), B2: Capacity, C2: voltage,
' otherwise a prompt to identify correct columns will be given.
' If time is input in seconds the program will convert the time data into
hours.
' Gravimetric capacity & sweep- and cycles index will be pasted into columns
D-F so there should be no data already in those columns.
' Disclaimer: User is advised to save workbook before executing macro as ctrl
+ z will not undo macro execution.
' This program was made in spring 2014 by thesis worker Johan Nilsson
(n7.johan@gmail.com) for excel 2007 but will likely work on later as well as
previous versions aswell.
Dim i As Long
Dim lastrow As Long
Dim s As Integer ' Sweep
Dim c As Integer ' Cycle
Dim limitingmass As Double ' The limiting electrodes active mass as specified
by the user
Dim cap As Double ' Capacity column index
Dim volt As Double ' Voltage column index
Dim time As Double ' Time column index
Dim sign As Double
Dim prevcap As Double
Dim maxcaps As Range
Dim maxcycles As Range
Dim copyrange As Range
time = 1
volt = 2
curr = 3
cap = 6
i = 42
s = 0
c = 0
lastrow = Cells.Find("*", [A1], , , xlByRows, xlPrevious).Row
Range(Cells(42, 4), Cells(lastrow, 4)).Clear
Range(Cells(42, 5), Cells(lastrow, 5)).Clear
Range(Cells(42, 6), Cells(lastrow, 6)).Clear
Cells(41, 4) = "Sweep"
Cells(41, 5) = "Cycle"
Cells(41, 6) = "Capacity [mAh/g]"
limitingmass = Cells(38, 2) 'Application.InputBox(Prompt:="Type in the mass of
the limiting active material [mg]", Title:="Limiting mass?", Type:=1)
limitingmass = limitingmass / 1000
Application.StatusBar = True
Do While Cells(i, 3) = 0
i = i + 1
Loop
NewSweep: ' Ifall nytt svep ska prevcap rensas
sign = Cells(i, 3)
prevcap = 0
s = s + 1
If s Mod 2 = 1 Then
c = c + 1
End If
Do While i < lastrow And Cells(i, 3) <> 0
Continue:
' Ifall samma svep fortsätter efter vilotiden fortsätts
körningen på tidigare prevcap
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If Cells(i - 1, 3) = Cells(i, 3) Then
prevcap = Abs(Cells(i, 3)) * (Cells(i, 1) - Cells(i - 1, 1)) + prevcap
ElseIf a > 0 Then
If Cells(a, 3) = Cells(i, 3) Then
If Cells(i - 1, 3) = 0 Then
prevcap = prevcap
Else
prevcap = Abs(Cells(i + 1, 3)) * (Cells(i + 1, 1) - Cells(i, 1)) +
prevcap
End If
End If
End If
i = i + 1
Loop
If i > lastrow Then
GoTo Endofstory
End If
a = i - 1 ' a är en hjälpparameter som behåller tidigare sistavärde medan "i"
går vidare till efter vilotiden och låter oss jämföra nästa svepriktning med
den förra
i = i + 1
Do While Cells(i, 3) = 0 And Not IsEmpty(Cells(i, 3))
i = i + 1
Loop
If Cells(i, 3) = sign Then
GoTo Continue
Else
Application.StatusBar = "s: " & s
If s = 1 Then
Cells(a, 4) = s
Cells(a, 5) = c
Cells(a, 6) = prevcap / limitingmass
Set maxcaps = Cells(a, 6)
Set maxcycles = Cells(a, 5)
a = 0
GoTo NewSweep
Else
Cells(a, 4) = s
Cells(a, 5) = c
Cells(a, 6) = prevcap / limitingmass
Set maxcaps = Application.Union(maxcaps, Cells(a, 6))
Set maxcycles = Application.Union(maxcycles, Cells(a, 5))
a = 0
GoTo NewSweep
End If
End If
Endofstory:
Set copyrange = Application.Union(maxcycles, maxcaps)
copyrange.Copy
Application.StatusBar = False
End Sub

11.2 MPGPrep() – MPG-2 data processing tool
Sub MPGPrep()
' Welcome to use this program, designed to process cycling data from the MPG2
cycling equipment in the Ångström battery lab.
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' Data from MPG must be pasted into cell A1 of the excel worksheet so that
data headers are A2: time/s (or time/h), B2: Capacity, C2: voltage,
' otherwise a prompt to identify correct columns will be given.
' If time is input in seconds the program will convert the time data into
hours.
' Gravimetric capacity & sweep- and cycles index will be pasted into columns
D-F so there should be no data already in those columns.
' Disclaimer: User is advised to save workbook before executing macro as ctrl
+ z will not undo macro execution.
' This program was made in spring 2014 by thesis worker Johan Nilsson
(n7.johan@gmail.com) for excel 2007 but will likely work on later as well as
previous versions aswell.
Dim i As Long
Dim lastrow As Long
Dim a As Long ' Start value of a series range in plot
Dim b As Long ' End value of a series range in plot
Dim s As Long ' Sweep
Dim c As Long ' Cycle
Dim x As Long ' Selection for what to plot
Dim limitingmass As Double ' The limiting electrodes active mass as specified
by the user
Dim cap As Double ' Capacity column index
Dim volt As Double ' Voltage column index
Dim time As Double ' Time column index
Dim maxcycles As Range
Dim maxcaps As Range
Dim chamaxcycles As Range
Dim chamaxcaps As Range
Dim dchmaxcycles As Range
Dim dchmaxcaps As Range
Dim chacaprat As Range
Dim dchcaprat As Range
Dim firstdir As String
Dim seconddir As String
Dim firstcap As Double
time = 1
cap = 2
volt = 3
i = 3
s = 1
c = 1
limitingmass = Application.InputBox(Prompt:="Type in the mass of the limiting
active material [mg]", Title:="Limiting mass?", Type:=1)
limitingmass = limitingmass / 1000
' Testar kolumnordning så att programmet får rätt input.
If Not (Cells(2, time) = "time/s" Or Cells(2, time) = "time/h") Or Not
Cells(2, cap) = "Capacity/mA.h" Or Not Cells(2, volt) = "Ewe/V" Then
MsgBox ("Unexpected column order in data. Make corrections in the
following prompts.")
If Cells(2, time) <> "time/s" Then
time = Application.InputBox("Column for time/s now used was: " &
Cells(2, time) & " (=" & Cells(2, time).Column & ")" & vbNewLine & "Please
input correct column index for time/s column: ")
End If
If Cells(2, cap) <> "Capacity/mA.h" Then
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cap = InputBox("Column for Capacity/mA.h now used was: " & Cells(2,
cap) & " (=" & Cells(2, cap).Column & ")" & vbNewLine & "Please input correct
column index for Capacity/mA.h column: ")
End If
If Cells(2, volt) <> "Ewe/V" Then
volt = InputBox("Column for voltage Ewe/V now used was: " & Cells(2,
volt) & " (=" & Cells(2, volt).Column & ")" & vbNewLine & "Please input
correct column index for Ewe/V column: ")
End If
End If
lastrow = Range("A" & Rows.Count).End(xlUp).Row
If MsgBox("Identify sweeps/cycles?", vbYesNo, "User Input") = vbNo Then
GoTo plot
End If
Cells(2, 5) = "Sweep number"
Cells(2, 6) = "Cycle number"
Do While Cells(i, 2) = 0
i = i + 1
Loop
Application.StatusBar = True
Do While i <= lastrow
Application.StatusBar = "Processing row " & i & "/" & lastrow - 3 & " " &
Format((i / lastrow), "0%")
Do While Cells(i, 3) = 0
i = i + 1
Loop
If Cells(i + 1, 2) < Cells(i, 2) Or IsEmpty(Cells(i + 1, 2)) And Cells(i +
1, 3) >= Cells(i, 3) Then
Cells(i, 5) = s
Cells(i, 6) = c
s = s + 1
If s Mod 2 = 1 Then
c = c + 1
End If
Else
Cells(i, 5) = s
Cells(i, 6) = c
End If
i = i + 1
Loop
plot:
If Cells(2, time) = "time/s" Then
Cells(2, time) = "time/h"
For i = 3 To lastrow
Application.StatusBar = "Converting seconds to hours for row " & i & "/" &
lastrow - 3 & " " & Format((i / lastrow), "0%")
Cells(i, time) = Cells(i, time) / 3600
Next i
End If
If Cells(2, 4) <> "Capacity mAh/g" Then
Cells(2, 4) = "Capacity mAh/g"
For i = 3 To lastrow
Application.StatusBar = "Calculating gravimetric capacity for row " &
i & "/" & lastrow - 3 & " " & Format((i / lastrow), "0%")
Cells(i, 4) = Cells(i, cap) / limitingmass
Next i
ElseIf Cells(2, 4) = "Capacity mAh/g" Then
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gravprompt = MsgBox("Calculate gravimetric capacity [mAh/g?]",
vbYesNo, "Prompt")
If gravprompt = vbYes Then
For i = 3 To lastrow
Application.StatusBar = "Calculating gravimetric capacity for
row to minutes for row " & i & "/" & lastrow - 3 & " " & Format((i /
lastrow), "0%")
Cells(i, 4) = Cells(i, cap) / limitingmass
Next i
End If
End If
a = 3
b = a
c = 1
s = 1
sweeps = Range("E" & Rows.Count).End(xlUp).Value
Do While s <= sweeps
If IsEmpty(Cells(a, 1)) Then
Exit Do
End If
Do While Cells(a, 2) = 0
a = a + 1
Loop
s = Cells(a, 5)
c = Cells(a, 6)
Do While Cells(b, 5) = Cells(b + 1, 5)
b = b + 1
Loop
If s = 1 Then
' Kontroll av första strömriktning
If Cells(b, volt) - Cells(a, volt) > 0 Then
firstdir = "CHA"
seconddir = "DCH"
Else
firstdir = "DCH"
seconddir = "CHA"
End If
End If
' Tilldelning av maxkapaciteter till CHA resp. DCH
If firstdir = "CHA" Then
If WorksheetFunction.IsOdd(s) Then
If s = 1 Then
Set chamaxcycles = Cells(b, 6)
Set chamaxcaps = Cells(b, 4)
Else
Set chamaxcycles = Application.Union(chamaxcycles, Cells(b,
6))
Set chamaxcaps = Application.Union(chamaxcaps, Cells(b, 4))
End If
Else
If s = 2 Then
Set dchmaxcycles = Cells(b, 6)
Set dchmaxcaps = Cells(b, 4)
Else
Set dchmaxcycles = Application.Union(dchmaxcycles, Cells(b,
6))
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Set dchmaxcaps = Application.Union(dchmaxcaps, Cells(b, 4))
End If
End If
Else
If WorksheetFunction.IsOdd(s) Then
If s = 1 Then
Set dchmaxcycles = Cells(b, 6)
Set dchmaxcaps = Cells(b, 4)
Else
Set dchmaxcycles = Application.Union(dchmaxcycles, Cells(b,
6))
Set dchmaxcaps = Application.Union(dchmaxcaps, Cells(b, 4))
End If
Else
If s = 2 Then
Set chamaxcycles = Cells(b, 6)
Set chamaxcaps = Cells(b, 4)
Else
Set chamaxcycles = Application.Union(chamaxcycles, Cells(b,
6))
Set chamaxcaps = Application.Union(chamaxcaps, Cells(b, 4))
End If
End If
End If
' Såvida inte mätvärden är slut, låter man b anta radnumret för nästa svep
If Not IsEmpty(Cells(b + 1, 5)) Then
b = b + 1
End If
a = b
' Leta upp längden på svepet och spara värdet i b
Do While Cells(b, 5) = Cells(b + 1, 5)
b = b + 1
Loop
Application.StatusBar = "s: " & s & "/" & sweeps
If IsEmpty(Cells(b + 1, 5)) Then
s = s + 1
End If
Loop
' Indexering CHA/DCH av maxkolumnernas värden
Cells(2, 12) = "Cycle number"
Cells(1, 13) = firstdir
Cells(2, 13) = "Capacity [mAh/g]"
Cells(1, 15) = seconddir
Cells(2, 15) = "Capacity [mAh/g]"
' Val av den laddriktning som hade flest cykelnummer
If dchmaxcycles.Count >= chamaxcycles.Count Then
dchmaxcycles.Copy
Else
chamaxcycles.Copy
End If
' Infoga cykelantalet (det som är störst, antingen DCH/CHA, eller så är de
lika)
Cells(3, 12).PasteSpecial xlPasteAll
' Infogande av maxkapaciteter
dchmaxcaps.Copy
If firstdir = "DCH" Then
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Cells(3, 13).PasteSpecial xlPasteAll
chamaxcaps.Copy
Cells(3, 15).PasteSpecial xlPasteAll
Else
Cells(3, 15).PasteSpecial xlPasteAll
chamaxcaps.Copy
Cells(3, 13).PasteSpecial xlPasteAll
End If
Application.CutCopyMode = False
Application.StatusBar = False
End Sub

11.3 Digaprep() – Digatron data processing tool
Sub Digaprep()
' Welcome to use this program, designed to process cycling data from the
digatron cycling equipment in the Ångström battery lab.
' Data from digatron must be pasted into cell A1 of the excel worksheet, and
should be the "full" run (not DCH/CHA) export to work.
' Disclaimer: The code features pasting of values, so please make sure that
columns R-U are empty, and that you enter the correct columns for values if
prompted. User is advised to save workbook before executing macro as ctrl + z
will not undo macro execution.
' This program was made in spring 2014 by thesis worker Johan Nilsson
(n7.johan@gmail.com) for excel 2007 but will likely work on later as well as
previous versions aswell.
Dim i As Long
Dim lastrow As Long
Dim a As Long
Dim b As Long
Dim c As Long
Dim x As Long
Dim cycles As Long
Dim d As Long
Dim cha As Long
Dim volt As Long
Dim chagrav As Long
Dim vcapchart As Chart
Dim vcapgravchart As Chart
Dim ccchart As Chart
Dim addcycle As Range
Dim addcap As Range
Dim maxcycles As Range
Dim maxcaps As Range
Dim chamaxcycles As Range
Dim chamaxcaps As Range
Dim dchmaxcycles As Range
Dim dchmaxcaps As Range
Dim firstdir As String
Dim seconddir As String
Dim maxrange As Range
Dim lastrowmaxrange As Long
Dim limitingmass As Double
With ActiveSheet
lastrow = .Cells(.Rows.Count, "A").End(xlUp).Row
End With
a = 15
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b = a
c = 1
i = 1
cha = 14
volt = 9
chagrav = 17
limitingmass = Application.InputBox(Prompt:="Type in the mass of the limiting
active material [mg]", Title:="Limiting mass?", Type:=1)
limitingmass = limitingmass / 1000
If Not Cells(13, cha) = "AhStep" Or Not Cells(13, volt) = "Voltage" Or Not
Cells(13, chagrav) = "mAh/g" Then
MsgBox ("Digatron data have most likely given data in different columns
than for when this program was written. Make corrections in the following
prompts.")
If Cells(13, cha) <> "AhStep" Then
cha = InputBox("Column for charge-/discharge capacity [mAh] now used
was: " & Cells(13, cha) & " (=" & Cells(13, cha).Column & ")" & vbNewLine &
"Please input correct column index for AhStep column: ")
End If
If Cells(13, volt) <> "Voltage" Then
volt = InputBox("Column for voltage [V] now used was: " & Cells(13,
volt) & vbNewLine & "Please input correct column index for Voltage column: ")
End If
If Cells(13, chagrav) <> "mAh/g" Then
chagrav = InputBox("Column for gravimetric capacity [mAh/g] now used
was: " & Cells(13, chagrav) & vbNewLine & "Please input correct column index
for mAh/g column: ")
End If
End If
Application.ScreenUpdating = False
Do While Cells(lastrow, 6).Value = 0
lastrow = lastrow - 1
Loop
cycles = Cells(lastrow, 6).Value
gravcap = MsgBox("Do you need to recalculate gravimetric capacity [mAh/g]?",
vbQuestion + vbYesNo, "Gravprompt")
Application.StatusBar = True
If gravcap = vbYes Then
i = 15
Do While i < lastrow
Application.StatusBar = "Processing row " & i & "/" & lastrow & " " &
Format((i / lastrow), "0%")
If Not IsEmpty(Cells(i, chagrav)) Or Cells(i, chagrav) <> 0 Then
Cells(i, chagrav) = Cells(i, cha) / limitingmass
End If
i = i + 1
Debug.Print ("i" & i)
Loop
End If
i = 1
Application.StatusBar = "Creating charts"
Set vcapchart = ActiveSheet.Shapes.AddChart.Chart
vcapchart.ChartType = xlXYScatterSmoothNoMarkers
Set vcapgravchart = ActiveSheet.Shapes.AddChart.Chart
Set vtchart = ActiveSheet.Shapes.AddChart.Chart
With vtchart
.ChartType = xlXYScatterSmoothNoMarkers
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Do Until .SeriesCollection.Count = 0
.SeriesCollection(1).Delete
Loop
End With
x = InputBox("Plot every x-th cycle number:")
Do While c <= cycles
Application.StatusBar = "Processing cycle " & c & "/" & cycles & " " &
Format((c / cycles), "0%")
Do While Cells(b, 2) = "PAU"
b = b + 1
Loop
a = b
Do While IsEmpty(Cells(a, cha))
a = a + 1
Loop
If Cells(b, 6).Value <> 0 Then
c = Cells(b, 6).Value
End If
Do While Cells(b + 1, 2) = "CHA" Or Cells(b + 1, 2) = "DCH"
b = b + 1
Loop
d = b
Do While IsEmpty(Cells(d, cha))
d = d - 1
Loop
If c = 1 Or c / x = Round(c / x, 0) Then
vcapchart.SeriesCollection.NewSeries
vcapgravchart.SeriesCollection.NewSeries
If WorksheetFunction.IsOdd(i) Then
vcapchart.SeriesCollection(i).Name = "CHA " & c
vcapgravchart.SeriesCollection(i).Name = "CHA" & c
Else: vcapchart.SeriesCollection(i).Name = "DCH " & c
vcapgravchart.SeriesCollection(i).Name = "DCH " & c
End If
vcapchart.SeriesCollection(i).XValues = Range(Cells(a, cha), Cells(d,
cha))
vcapchart.SeriesCollection(i).Values = Range(Cells(a, volt), Cells(d,
volt))
vcapgravchart.SeriesCollection(i).XValues = Range(Cells(a, chagrav),
Cells(d, chagrav))
vcapgravchart.SeriesCollection(i).Values = Range(Cells(a, volt),
Cells(d, volt))
End If
Set addcycle = Cells(d, 6)
Set addcap = Cells(d, cha)
If i = 1 Then
firstdir = Cells(d, 2)
Select Case firstdir
Case "CHA"
seconddir = "DCH"
Case "DCH"
seconddir = "CHA"
End Select
Set maxcycles = addcycle
Set maxcaps = addcap
Else
Set maxcycles = Application.Union(maxcycles, addcycle)
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End
i =
b =
a =
Do

Set maxcaps = Application.Union(maxcaps, addcap)
If
i + 1
b + 1
b
While Cells(a, 2) = "PAU"
a = a + 1

Loop
If Cells(a, 2).Value = "STO" Or a > lastrow Then
Exit Do
End If
Loop
Range(Cells(14, 18), Cells(14 + maxcycles.Count, 21)).ClearContents
Cells(14, 19) = "Cycle number"
Cells(14, 20) = "Maxcap [mAh]"
Cells(14, 21) = "Maxcap [mAh/g]"
Set maxrange = Application.Union(maxcycles, maxcaps)
maxrange.Copy
Cells(15, 19).PasteSpecial xlPasteAll
lastrowmaxrange = Cells(65536, 19).End(xlUp).Row
i = 15
Do While i <= lastrowmaxrange
Cells(i, 21) = Cells(i, 20) / limitingmass
i = i + 1
Loop
i = 15
Select Case firstdir
Case "CHA"
Set chamaxcycles = Cells(i, 19)
Set chamaxcaps = Cells(i, 21)
Set dchmaxcycles = Cells(i + 1, 19)
Set dchmaxcaps = Cells(i + 1, 21)
Cells(i, 18) = firstdir
Cells(i + 1, 18) = seconddir
i = i + 2
Do While i <= lastrowmaxrange
Set chamaxcycles = Application.Union(chamaxcycles, Cells(i, 19))
Set chamaxcaps = Application.Union(chamaxcaps, Cells(i, 21))
If Not IsEmpty(Cells(i + 1, 19)) Then
Set dchmaxcycles = Application.Union(dchmaxcycles, Cells(i + 1, 19))
Set dchmaxcaps = Application.Union(dchmaxcaps, Cells(i + 1, 21))
End If
Cells(i, 18) = firstdir
Cells(i + 1, 18) = seconddir
i = i + 2
Loop
If IsEmpty(Cells(lastrowmaxrange + 1, 19)) Then
Cells(lastrowmaxrange + 1, 18).ClearContents
End If
Case "DCH"
Set dchmaxcycles = Cells(i, 19)
Set dchmaxcaps = Cells(i, 21)
Set chamaxcycles = Cells(i + 1, 19)
Set chamaxcaps = Cells(i + 1, 21)
Cells(i, 18) = firstdir
Cells(i + 1, 18) = seconddir
i = i + 2
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Do While i <= lastrowmaxrange
Set dchmaxcycles = Application.Union(dchmaxcycles, Cells(i, 19))
Set dchmaxcaps = Application.Union(dchmaxcaps, Cells(i, 21))
If Not IsEmpty(Cells(i + 1, 19)) Then
Set chamaxcycles = Application.Union(chamaxcycles, Cells(i + 1, 19))
Set chamaxcaps = Application.Union(chamaxcaps, Cells(i + 1, 21))
End If
Cells(i, 18) = firstdir
Cells(i + 1, 18) = seconddir
i = i + 2
Loop
If IsEmpty(Cells(lastrowmaxrange + 1, 19)) Then
Cells(lastrowmaxrange + 1, 18).ClearContents
End If
End Select
With vcapchart
.SetElement (msoElementChartTitleAboveChart)
.SetElement (msoElementPrimaryValueAxisTitleRotated)
.SetElement (msoElementPrimaryCategoryAxisTitleAdjacentToAxis)
.Axes(xlCategory, xlPrimary).AxisTitle.Text = "Capacity [mAh]"
.Axes(xlValue, xlPrimary).AxisTitle.Text = "Voltage [V]"
.ChartTitle.Text = "Rate"
End With
With vcapgravchart
.SetElement (msoElementChartTitleAboveChart)
.SetElement (msoElementPrimaryValueAxisTitleRotated)
.SetElement (msoElementPrimaryCategoryAxisTitleAdjacentToAxis)
.Axes(xlCategory, xlPrimary).AxisTitle.Text = "Capacity [mAh/g]"
.Axes(xlValue, xlPrimary).AxisTitle.Text = "Voltage [V]"
.ChartTitle.Text = "Rate"
End With
Set ccchart = ActiveSheet.Shapes.AddChart.Chart
With ccchart
.ChartType = xlXYScatterLines
Do Until .SeriesCollection.Count = 2
.SeriesCollection(1).Delete
Loop
.SeriesCollection(1).Name = "CHA"
.SeriesCollection(1).XValues = chamaxcycles
.SeriesCollection(1).Values = chamaxcaps
.SeriesCollection(2).Name = "DCH"
.SeriesCollection(2).XValues = dchmaxcycles
.SeriesCollection(2).Values = dchmaxcaps
End With
With ccchart
.SetElement (msoElementChartTitleAboveChart)
.SetElement (msoElementPrimaryValueAxisTitleRotated)
.SetElement (msoElementPrimaryCategoryAxisTitleAdjacentToAxis)
.Axes(xlCategory, xlPrimary).AxisTitle.Text = "Cycle number"
.Axes(xlValue, xlPrimary).AxisTitle.Text = "Capacity [mAh/g]"
.ChartTitle.Text = "Rate"
End With
Application.StatusBar = False
Application.ScreenUpdating = True
End Sub
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11.4 Digaplot() – Digatron plotting tool
Sub Digaplot()
Dim i As Integer
Dim lastrow As Long
Dim a As Long
Dim b As Long
Dim c As Integer
Dim x As Integer
Dim cycles As Integer
Dim d As Integer
Dim cha As Integer
Dim volt As Integer
Dim vcapchart As Chart
lastrow = Cells.Find("*", [A1], , , xlByRows, xlPrevious).Row
a = 15
b = a
c = 1
i = 1
cha = 17
volt = 9
If Not Cells(13, cha) = "mAh/g" Or Not Cells(13, volt) = "Voltage" Then
MsgBox ("Digatron data have most likely given voltage and/or capacity data
in different columns than when this program was written, input correct column
index number to Voltage and/or AhStep in the next step.")
If Cells(13, cha) <> "AhStep" Then
cha = InputBox("Column for charge capacity now used was: " & Cells(13,
cha) & " (=" & Cells(13, cha).Column & ")" & " Please input correct column
index for AhStep column: ")
End If
If Cells(13, volt) <> "Voltage" Then
volt = InputBox("Column for voltage now used was: " & Cells(13, volt) &
"Please input correct column index for Voltage column: ")
End If
End If
Application.ScreenUpdating = False
Do While Cells(lastrow, 6).Value = 0
lastrow = lastrow - 1
Loop
cycles = Cells(lastrow, 6).Value
Application.StatusBar = True
Application.StatusBar = "Creating charts"
Set vcapchart = ActiveSheet.Shapes.AddChart.Chart
vcapchart.ChartType = xlXYScatterLines
x = InputBox("Plot every x-th cycle number:")
Do While c <= cycles
Application.StatusBar = "Processing cycle " & c & "/" & cycles & " " &
Format((c / cycles), "0%")
If Cells(a, 2).Value = "STO" Or a > lastrow Then
Exit Do
End If
Do While Cells(b, 2) = "PAU"
b = b + 1
Loop
a = b
If a > lastrow Then
Exit Do
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End If
Do While IsEmpty(Cells(a, cha))
a = a + 1
Loop
If Cells(b, 6).Value <> 0 Then
c = Cells(b, 6).Value
End If
Do While Cells(b + 1, 2) = "CHA" Or Cells(b + 1, 2) = "DCH"
b = b + 1
Loop
d = b
Do While IsEmpty(Cells(d, cha))
d = d - 1
Loop
d = d - 1
If c = 1 Or c / x = Round(c / x, 0) Then
vcapchart.SeriesCollection.NewSeries
If WorksheetFunction.IsOdd(i) Then
vcapchart.SeriesCollection(i).Name = "CHA " & c
Else
vcapchart.SeriesCollection(i).Name = "DCH " & c
End If
vcapchart.SeriesCollection(i).XValues = Range(Cells(a, cha), Cells(d,
cha))
vcapchart.SeriesCollection(i).Values = Range(Cells(a, volt), Cells(d,
volt))
i = i + 1
End If
b = b + 1
a = b
Loop
With vcapchart
.SetElement (msoElementChartTitleAboveChart)
.SetElement (msoElementPrimaryValueAxisTitleRotated)
.SetElement (msoElementPrimaryCategoryAxisTitleAdjacentToAxis)
.Axes(xlCategory, xlPrimary).AxisTitle.Text = "Capacity [mAh/g]"
.Axes(xlValue, xlPrimary).AxisTitle.Text = "Voltage [V]"
.ChartTitle.Text = "Rate"
End With
Application.StatusBar = False
Application.ScreenUpdating = True
End Sub
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